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ABSTRACT: In Part I of this series, two mador themes were
discussed: the infinite mercy of God and its inclusion over
everything, and the connection of God’s mercy to His essence.
Part II expands on God’s mercy as illustrated in the holy
Qur’an. The use and significance of God’s attributes, such as
al-RahmƗn, al-Rahim, and Khayr al-RƗhimeen, and His
concurrent attributes of mercy and power are described with a
connection to God’s aim in the creation of the universe. God’s
mercy - the most frequently mentioned attribute in the Qur’an –
will be shown to be the reason for creation while bearing in
mind it is not a sign of weakness. God is both Merciful and Allpowerful.
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Names and qualities of God in the Qur’an
Due to our limited understanding, we cannot understand exactly
what He is. The Qur’an asserts that no one can describe Him:

͉ ˴ϥΎΤ˸˴ Βγ˵
ϦϴμϠΨϤϟௌΩΎΒϋϻ ˴ϥϮ˵ϔμ
˶ ˴ϳΎϤ͉ ϋ˴ ˶ௌ
Your Lord is to be glorified. He is not what people
describe, [all] except God’s exclusive servants.
(37:159-160)
Imam Ali (a) says in Nahj al-BalƗghah that if you ask an ant to
describe God the ant would describe Him as a super ant;
something like it but much bigger. This is the utmost an ant can
think of. We human beings think of God in the same way. We
think of something like us but much bigger, much more powerful,
though God is not a superman or a super ant or some other super
thing. God is completely transcendent, completely different and
according to the Qur’an, the only people who can describe Him
are those who are purified. Of course, their description is still not
perfect though it is acceptable. Thus, the most reliable way of
understanding God’s attributes is to refer to His own words i.e.
the Qur’an and the words of his purified servants i.e. the Prophet
Muhammad (s) and his household (a), whose purity is confirmed
in the Qur’an by God Himself (33:33).
According to some surveys, there are about six hundred times in
which qualities explicitly related to His mercy are used in the
Qur’an and this is apart from those things which imply His
mercy, since if we count them too it would be thousands.1
Therefore, God describes Himself as being merciful almost six
hundred times in the Qur’an and then other qualities of God are
less frequently described. For example, God’s knowledge is
emphasised in the Qur’an though it has been used about two

1

See Shomali, Mohammad Ali and Hedarpoor, Mahnaz, “Image of God in the
Qur’an” in God: Existence and Attributes, edited by M.A. Shomali, London:
2008, the Islamic Centre of England.
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hundred times. Attributes such as power and justice all come
later.
The names al-RahmƗn, al-Rahim, Khayr al-RƗhimin, Arham alRƗhimin, Dhu’l-Rahmah, and Dhu Rahmat-in WƗsi‘ah are several
of God’s names that refer to His mercy, making it the most
frequently-mentioned quality of God in the Qur’an.
Al-RahmƗn
The attribute al-RahmƗn (the All-merciful) has been used 122
times in the Qur’an along with other attributes and if these are
added to the 49 times that are mentioned separately, this
characteristic is mentioned a total of 169 times. It should be also
noted that al-RahmƗn is used as an alternate name for Allah. God
has two proper nouns in the Qur’an: Allah and al-Rahman. In
verse 110 of Chapter Isra, God says:

˸ ϋΪ˸ ˴Η Ύϣ͉  Ύ˱˷ϳ˴  ˴ϥΎϤ˴ ˸Σ͉ήϟ Ϯ˵
˸ ϋΩ˸  ϭ˶ ˴ ˴ௌ
˸ ϋΩ˸  Ϟ˶ ˵ϗ
͉ Ϯ˵
˸ ˵Ϫ˴Ϡ˴ϓ Ϯ˵
˯˵ ΎϤ˴ γ˸ ˴Ϸ
˴ δ ˸Τϟ
ϰϨ˸
Say, ‘Invoke God or invoke al-RahmƗn (the Allmerciful). Whichever [of His Names] you may
invoke, to Him belong the Best Names.
It was disputed at the time of Prophet Muhammad (s) whether it
would be permissible to call God ‘Allah,’ ‘al-RahmƗn,’ or
another name. In this verse, God gives us a choice of which to
call Him; it must be one of the two. This indicates that among all
Allah’s names, only al-RahmƗn comes in order next to Allah, and
other names come of a lesser importance and refer to some
qualities of God, instead of referring to His entire reality.
As mentioned earlier, sometimes al-RahmƗn has been used with
other qualities or other names. For example, al-RahmƗn is used
with Allah and al-Rahim 114 times in the Qur’an as seen in the
verse:
ϵ
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͉ Ϣ˸˶ δ˶Α
ϢϴΣ˶ ή͉ ϟϦ˶ Ϥ˴ ˸Σ͉ήϟ˶ௌ
In the Name of God, the All-beneficent, the Allmerciful.
Every chapter in the Quran except for Chapter Nine (Tawbah:
Repentance) opens with this phrase. However, because the phrase
is used twice in chapter Twenty Seven (Naml: Ant) this phrase is
repeated equal to the number of all the chapters in the Qur’an.
According to the school of the Ahlul Bayt (a), the inclusion of
this phrase at the beginning of a chapter means it is considered a
part of it. Otherwise it would mean that it was not part of the
chapters and was revealed once and people found it interesting, or
the prophet said it was nice and it should be put at the beginning
of each chapter. According to the school of the Ahlul Bayt (a)
this verse was revealed with each chapter apart from chapter
Tawbah. This shows its significance; God revealed it 114 times to
emphasize the message. In a narration from Imam Sadiq (a), this
phrase is introduced as the greatest verse of the Qur’an (a‘zam
Ɨyat) which unfortunately Satan has managed to steal from the
people and that is when they do not start the recitation of the
second chapter of each prayer with it.
In any case, this phrase alone shows that among all the different
qualities and names of God which are more than a thousand, He
has preferred to be described in this way: al-RahmƗn al-Rahim.
He could have used many other attributes, e.g. ‘the Mostforgiving, the All-powerful’ but His mercy exceeds other
attributes as they are the closest to His reality. It should be noted
that even at the beginning of Chapter Nine where stress on God’s
mercy may not serve the purpose of warning the pagans, God has
not been pleased to introduce Himself in a different way by
mentioning names other than al-RahmƗn al-Rahim. This suggests
that God either introduces Himself as God who is al-RahmƗn alRahim or prefers not to say anything.
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The Chapter al-FƗtihah (The Opening), a chapter so important
that Muslims cannot implore God without its recitation in each of
the five daily prayers, is not only the beginning of the Qur’an but
in a sense a summary of it.1 In such a short chapter God wants to
give us a summary of all that we need for our life: a summary of
Islam and a summary of the Qur’an. It begins like this:

͉ ˶ ΪϤ˸ Τ˴ ϟ˸ ϢϴΣ͉
͉ Ϣ˸˶ δ˶Α
ϢϴΣ͉
˴ ˶Ϳ˵
˶ ήϟ Ϧ˶ Ϥ˴ ˸Σ͉ήϟ ˴ϦϴϤ˶ ˴Ϡό˴ ϟ˸ ˷Ώέ
˶ ήϟ Ϧ˶ Ϥ˴ ˸Σ͉ήϟ˶ௌ
Ϧϳ͋Ϊϟϡ˶ ˸Ϯ˴ϳϚ˶ ˶Ϡϣ˴
In the Name of God, the All-beneficent, the Allmerciful. All praise belongs to God, Lord of all the
intelligent inhabitants of the world, the Allbeneficent, the All-merciful.

1

According to many authentic hadiths, there can be no daily prayer without
recitation of the Chapter One. For example, we read in some hadiths: “ 
 .” Explaining rulings concerning recitation of the Qur’anic Chapters
in prayer, Ayatollah Khomeini in his Tahrir al-Wasilah, vol. 1, p. 147 writes
as follows:
Problem #1. It is obligatory to recite Surat al-FƗtihah
(Chapter 1 of the Qur’an) and some other complete Surah
after it in the first and second Rak‘ats of the obligatory
(daily) prayers. A person is allowed to give up the recitation
of the second Surah in certain circumstances. Rather, it is
obligatory in case of the time being short for the prayer, or
there being fear or the like which are among the necessary
cases…
Problem #2. It is obligatory to recite Surat al-Hamd in the
supererogatory prayers like the obligatory (daily) prayers, in
the sense that it is a condition for their validity. As regards
the recitation of the second Surah (in supererogatory)
prayers, it is not obligatory in any of them, except when a
prayer has become obligatory due to some other reason such
as a vow or the like. Of course, in case of some of the
supererogatory prayers in which some particular Surahs have
been mentioned, recitation of those particular Surahs shall be
a condition for the fulfilment of the vow, but it must be
known that their recitation is a condition for the fulfilment of
the vow, but not as a religious obligation, or for their validity.
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Whenever there is a shortage of space one normally tries not to
repeat things. However, in such a short passage, it is so important
that God feels it necessary to repeat the phrase ‘the Allbeneficent, the All-merciful’ because if one does not remember
that He is the most merciful, then he or she cannot properly
understand the way He exercises His Lordship in this world and
the hereafter. Thus, in this chapter, God first mentions His mercy
twice and then talks about His lordship in this world. He again
mentions His mercy twice and then talks about His kingdom in
hereafter. So before and between reminding us of His lordship in
this world and His kingdom in the hereafter, Allah (swt) reminds
us of His mercy.
Al-RahmƗn and al-Rahim are seen together in other chapters as
well, such as Chapter Fussilat (41), verse 2, Chapter Baqarah (2),
verse 163 and Chapter Hashr (59), verse 22. It is also mentioned
with al-Musta’Ɨn (the one whose assistance is sought) (29:112).
In Chapter Naba’ (78), verse 37, God uses al-RahmƗn with Rabb,
the Lord:

˸ ϭ
˴ ϥΎ
͉ ϟ ˷Ώέ˴
˵ϪϨ˸ ϣ˶  ˴ϥϮϜ˵ ˶ϠϤ˴ ϳϻ
˴ Ϥ˴ δ
˶ ϭΎ
˴ ν
˴ Ε
˶ Ϥ˴ ˸Σ͉ήϟΎϤ˴ ˴ϬϨ˸ϴ˴ΑΎϣ˴ ϭ
˶ ˸έ˴Ϸ
Ύ˱ΑΎ˴τΧ˶
The Lord of the heavens and the earth and whatever
is between heavens and earth who is al-Rahman.
Thus, everything in this world began with His mercy. The
creation and its continuity, and the hereafter depend on it.
Chapter Hamd by itself is a great evidence of the significance of
the mercy of God.
Al-Rahim
The next name is al-Rahim (or simply Rahim). This is mentioned
227 times in the Qur’an. This has been used for God 226 times
and for the Prophet Muhammad (s) once. In Arabic, Rahim and
al-Rahman are both addectives and derived from the same root:
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rahmah. Thus the question arises: What is the difference between
al-RahmƗn and Rahim? Using the Qur’an and narrations as their
source, Muslim scholars assure us that al-RahmƗn is used as an
addective and a proper noun for God. When used as an addective,
it refers to mercy that is all-embracing that is: believers,
unbelievers, human beings, and nonhuman beings in this world
and in the hereafter. Rahim, however, indicates the special mercy
of God for those who are good.
In this way, we understand that God has two types of mercy: one
that embraces everything and everyone, even those who are
wrongdoers, and an exclusive mercy reserved for the faithful
people depending on their merits and qualities. Thus, people who
are good and bad are not equal though they both receive mercy
from God because without His mercy, nothing can exist.
Normally the phrase, “ϢϴΣ͉
˶ ήϟϦ˶ Ϥ˴ ˸Σ͉ήϟ˶ௌϢ˸˶ δ˶Α” is translated to “In the
Name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful” or “the Allbeneficent the All-merciful.” However, since these two attributes
are derived from the same root, for the sake of accuracy, we can
translate it to: “In the name of God, the All-merciful, the Mostmerciful.” To be even more accurate, we can also say “In the
name of God who has mercy for everything and has a special
mercy for the good people.”
Khayr al-RƗhimin
In verses 23:109 and 118, God is described as Khayr al-RƗhimin.
For example, God says:
Say, ‘My Lord, forgive and have mercy, and You are
the Best of those who are merciful.’ (23:118)
You may consider, for example, mothers being merciful though
none of them can be compared to God, whose mercy precedes the
mercy of everyone. If you consider the most merciful mother in
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the world compared to God’s mercy, her characteristic is likened
to that of a drop compared to an ocean.
You may have heard the story of a person during the time of
Prophet Moses (a) who had a very old mother and was fed up
with her. At the end, he decided to get rid of her by taking her to
a mountain and leaving her there so that she could not go back.
Despite all the mercy and the attention he had received from his
mother he did that to her. While he was leaving the mountain it
was getting dark. God informed Prophet Moses (a) about that
lady and told him to visit her. As Prophet Moses (a) approached
the mother, he heard her imploring, “Oh God! It is dark while my
son is returning home. Please protect him from running into a
problem.” A mother who was treated badly by her son still
prayed for her son to be safe instead of cursing him. Then God
informed Prophet Moses (a) that His love for His servants is
much greater than the love of this mother for her son.
Therefore, we should never think that if God punishes
wrongdoers because of His wrath or desires to satisfy His anger
to get revenge. No! Even His punishment originates from His
mercy. Indeed, it is not God who is responsible for our
punishment. It is us who wrong ourselves. God’s mercy is much
more than anyone else’s.
In another narration, fatherly love has been compared to the love
of God. Prophet Jacob (a) had twelve sons and as a Prophet, he
knew that he had to show his love equally to his sons. However,
in his heart, Jacob had an exceptional love for Joseph, for Joseph
was special. Joseph was not just a son. He was a chosen servant
of God. Jacob did not love him just as a son. He loved Joseph so
much that when Joseph was taken away from him he became
blind. The Qur’an says:
And he turned away from them and said, ‘Alas for
Joseph!’ His eyes had turned white with grief, and he
choked with suppressed agony. They said, ‘By God!
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You will go on remembering Joseph until you wreck
your health or perish.’ He said, ‘I complain of my
anguish and grief only to God. I know from God what
you do not know.’ (12:84-86)
Being a prophet of God, Jacob had great patience and when
informed by the Joseph’s brothers that the wolf had killed him he
said he would have “a beautiful patience.” But still he was in so
much pain that his body could not tolerate it and he became blind.
The narration says that the love of God for His servants is
seventy times more than the love of Jacob. It should be noted that
seventy here is not meant to be a mere number. In Arabic, the
number seven and seventy are used often to indicate abundance.
So you cannot compare His mercy to anyone else’s mercy even if
it is a father like Jacob. That is why God says in the Qur’an:
“You are the best of those who are merciful (23:118).”
Arham al-RƗhimin
In four other verses God says that He is Arham al-RƗhimin which
means the most merciful among all the merciful. So not only is
He the best of the merciful, He is the most merciful. For example,
the Qur’an says:
He said, ‘My Lord, forgive me and my brother, and
admit us into Your mercy, for You are the most
merciful of the merciful.’ (7:151)
And Job, when he called out to his Lord, ‘Indeed
distress has befallen me, and You are the Most
merciful of the merciful.’ (21:83)
Reflecting on these two names i.e. the Best of the merciful and
the Most merciful of the merciful, we realize that with respect to
mercy, to be better requires to exhibit more mercy. This is not the
case about some other qualities or acts. For example, we cannot
say that the best mother is the one who is more mother or who
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has more children or that the best writers is necessarily the one
who writes more.
Dhu’l-Rahmah and Dhu Rahmat-in WƗsi‘ah
On two occasions, God is described in the Qur’an as Dhu’lRahmah meaning the Possessor or the Dispenser of mercy:
Your Lord is the All-sufficient Possessor of mercy.
If He wishes, He will take you away, and make
whomever He wishes succeed you, just as He
produced you from the descendants of another people.
(6:133)
Your Lord is the All-forgiving Possessor of mercy.
Were He to take them to task because of what they
have committed, He would have surely hastened their
punishment. But they have a tryst, [when] they will
not find a refuge besides Him. (18:58)
Also God is described once in the Qur’an as Dhǌ Rahmat-in
WƗsi‘ah meaning ‘the Possessor the Dispenser of an allembracing mercy’. The Qur’an says:
But if they deny you, say, ‘Your Lord is Possessor of
an all-embracing mercy, but His punishment will
not be averted from the guilty lot.’ (6:147)
God’s mercy as His aim of creation
In the Qur’an, God mentions His purpose for creating the
universe. These reasons can be described in a hierarchical order:
I. To worship and to know Him: The Qur’an says:

˸ ϭ
˵ Ϙ˸ ˴Ϡ ˴ΧΎϣ˴  ϭ˴
ϕ
˴ ϻ
˴ Ϧ͉ ˸Πϟ Ζ
˳ ί˸ ͋έϦϣ͋ Ϣ˸ϬϨϣ˶ ˵Ϊϳέ˶ ˵Ύϣ˴  ϥϭ˵
˶ Ϊ˵Βό˸ ˴ϴ˶ϟ ϻ͉ ˶· βϧ
˸ ϳϥ˴˵Ϊϳέ˶ ˵Ύϣ˴ ϭ˴
ϥϮϤ˵ ό˶ τ˵
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And I have not created jinns or human beings except
to worship me. I do not want from them any
sustenance or to feed Me. (51:57)
He does not want to be worshipped in the manner in which
people used to worship idols. They used to offer sacrifices or
food to their gods. God is not in need of our worship. “To
worship Me” means “to be able to know Me” and eventually “get
close to Me” as Imam Sadiq (a) quotes Imam Husayn (a) as
saying:

ϝΎϘϓϪΑΎΤλϰϠϋωϲϠϋϦΑϦϴδΤϟΝήΧϝΎϗωௌΪΒϋϲΑ
ˬϩϭΪΒϋϩϮϓήϋΫΈϓˬϩϮϓήόϴϟϻ·ΩΎΒόϟϖϠΧΎϣϞΟϭΰϋௌϥ·
ϩϮγϦϣΓΩΎΒϋϦϋϪΗΩΎΒόΑϮϨϐΘγϩϭΪΒϋΫΈϓ
Truly God the Almighty has not created His servants
except to know Him so when they know Him they
will worship Him. When they worship Him they will
not need to worship anyone else. (Al-Mizan, vol. 18,
p. 390)
Elsewhere, the Qur’an mentions the fact that God has created the
world to know Him:

͉
˸ ϝ˵ ΰ͉ Ϩ˴Θ˴ϳ Ϧ˵͉ Ϭ˴ϠΜ˸ ϣ˶ ν
˸ ˴Ϧϣ˶  ϭ
˵ήϣ˸ ˴Ϸ
˶ ˸έ˴Ϸ
˴ ˴Ϡ ˴Χ ϯά˶ ͉ϟ ˵ௌ
˳ ϭΎ
˴ Ε
˴ Ϥ˴ γ ϊ˴ Β˸ γ˴  ϖ
˸ Ϥ˵ ˴Ϡό˸ ˴Θ˶ϟ ϦϬϨ˸
͉ ϥ͉ ˴ ϭ
͉ ϥ͉ ˴ Ϯ
͉ ϴ˴Α
˵ Ϝ˶Α ˴ρΎΣ˴ ˴ Ϊ˸ ˴ϗ ˴ௌ
Ϟ
˴ ϋ ˴ௌ
˴ ή˲ ϳΪ˶ ˴ϗ ˯˳ ϰη
˴ Ϟ˵ ϛ ϰϠ˴
ΎϤ˴ Ϡ˸ ϋ˶ ˯˳ ϰη
˴
God is the one who has created seven skies and
seven earths and whatever is happening between
them so that you know two things: He is able to do
everything and His knowledge encompasses
everything. (65:12)
In this verse, God’s knowledge and power are mentioned
together. To be able to be the Lord of universe, God needs power
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and knowledge. If He is not both knowledgeable and powerful,
He cannot run the world.
II. To give and show His mercy: The Qur’an illustrates a very
beautiful point regarding giving mercy. God created the universe
because He wants to give mercy:

˵ ˴ϥϮ˵ϟ ˴ΰ˴ϳϻ˴ ϭ
ϻ͉ ˶· Ϧϴ˶ϔ˶Ϡ˴ΘΨϣ
˴ ͉ϨϟϞ˴ ό˴ Πϟ
˴ ˴Ϛ͊Αέ
˴ ˯˴ Ύη˴  ˸Ϯ˴ϟϭ˴
˶ ϭ
˴ ˱ΓΪ˴ Σ
˴ ˱Δϣ͉ ˵αΎ
˸ Ϥ͉ ˴Ηϭ
Ϣ˴ ͉Ϩ˴ϬΟ
˴ ϥ͉ ˴ϸ˴ ϣ˸ ˴Ϸ˴ ˴Ϛ͋Αέ
˴ ˵ΔϤ˴ ˴ϠϛΖ
˴ Ϣ˴ Σ͉
˶ έϦϣ˴
˴ Ϣ˸ ˵Ϭ˴Ϙ˴Ϡ ˴Χ ˴Ϛ˶ϟά˴ ˶ϟϭ
˴ ˴Ϛ͊Αέ
˸ ˴Ϧϣ˶
Ϧϴό˶ Ϥ˴ ˸Ο˴αΎ
˴ Δ˶ ͉ϨΠ˶ ϟ
˶ ͉Ϩϟϭ
Had your Lord wished He would have made
mankind one community; but they continue to differ.
Except those on whom your Lord has mercy and that
is why He created them and the word of your Lord
has been fulfilled: ‘I will surely fill hell with jinn
and humans, all together.’ (11:118-119)
People often dispute and waste their time and energy arguing
with each other except for those who have received mercy from
God. These people have realised the truth and do not dispute over
it. They simply commit themselves to the truth and if we all did
the same, there would be no need to dispute as God says that He
has created us in order to give us mercy.
Suppose you are a good teacher and you love your job and do not
want to merely teach people who come to you and ask you to
teach them. You would go and find people and offer them your
knowledge. You would try to find students even if they were not
interested in learning. You would say that you wanted to teach
them not to gain anything but because you love to teach. Or
suppose you are a good, responsible doctor who loves your job
and does not merely work for money. You would seek out people
who are ill even either because they do not realize it themselves,
they feel shy to approach you, or they do not have the money to
pay you. None of these would matter to you. You would continue
to find them because you want to offer them your help. Again,
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imagine you are a wealthy and generous person who wants to
help. You would not wait for people to come and beg you. You
seek out people who are in need and offer your help.
God created us not because we deserved to be created. When one
does not exist he does not deserve anything. We did not have any
right upon Him to claim that He must create us. But He does not
only look at what we deserve. He is able to give and He is the
most merciful. Hence, He creates opportunities to show
generosity and He created us because He is so merciful and
generous. If God had not created us, there could be no
explanation why. And that would not be because we deserved;
rather, it would be because we do not expect a God like Him with
such merciful nature, with such generosity, with such power, and
with such knowledge to not create. Like a good doctor who does
not go to offer his treatment, a good teacher who does not go to
offer teaching. This is strange but if they do what they are
supposed to do it is not strange. Thus, if God had not created us,
you were not able to challenge Him but we would be surprised as
to why He had not created. So He had created us.
Imam Sadiq (a) was asked by Abu Basir about the meaning of the
verse 11:118-119 and Imam replied:

ϢϬϤΣήϴϓϪΘϤΣέϪΑϮΒΟϮΘδϳΎϣϮϠόϔϴϟϢϬϘϠΧ
God created man so that they do something to
deserve His mercy and then He would give them His
mercy. (Al-Tawhid by Saduq, p. 404)
Thus, God wanted to give opportunity to people to do good deeds
so that they would deserve extra mercy from Him.
God’s concurrent attributes of mercy and power
The Qur’an mentions that along with God’s mercy, He has the
power to carry out all that He wants. Some people are merciful as
long as they do not have power; yet when they have power they
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are no longer merciful. Indeed, one of the ways to test one’s
loyalty is to see what he will do when he becomes rich or
powerful. As long as someone is poor or weak, he may be
friendly but when he gets established he may forget. God is both
merciful and powerful. His power does not change Him and He is
not merciful because of weakness. In thirteen verses of the
Qur’an, God describes Himself as being both All-mighty (al‘Aziz) and All-merciful (al-Rahim). For example, we read:

˸ Ϯ˵˴ Ϭ˴ϟ ˴Ϛ͉Αέ
ϢϴΣ͉
˴ ϥ͉ ˶·ϭ˴
˶ ήϟΰ˵ ϳΰ˶ ό˴ ϟ
And truly your Lord is the All-mighty, the Allmerciful. (26:9, 68, 104, 122, 140, 159, 175 & 191)
In modern Arabic, ‘aziz means dear, but it originally means
someone who is strong and undefeatable resulting in his dearness
and honourableness. Here the emphasis is on the fact that God is
able to carry out what He wants. When He wants to give you
mercy, no one can stop Him. He is able to give you mercy in all
circumstances, whether people like it or not. In the same chapter,
God says:

˸ ϰϠ˴
ϢϴΣ͉
˴ Ϯ˴˴ Ηϭ˴
˶ ήϟΰϳ
˴ ϋ Ϟϛ
˶ ΰ˶ ό˴ ϟ
And put your trust in the All-mighty, the Allmerciful (26:217)
If one wants to trust someone, he or she needs to know whether
or not that person is helpful and capable. We cannot trust the
powerless to carry out what we want. In addition, if he has power
without love and mercy there is no point in trusting him. He is
not going to do anything for me. However, God is both powerful
and merciful and this gives us every reason to put our trust in
Him. This is why the Qur’an stresses on the fact that those who
want to trust anyone must put their trust in God. For example,
Prophet Jacob is quoted as saying:
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And he said, ‘My sons, do not enter by one gate,
but enter by separate gates, though I cannot avail
you anything against God. Sovereignty belongs
only to God. In Him I have put my trust; and in
Him let all the trusting put their trust.’ (12:67)
See also the verses 14:12 and 39:38. The Qur’an defines the
believers as those who trust God:

˸ Ϥ˴ ͉ϧ˶·
͉ ή˴ ϛ˶ Ϋ˵ Ϋ˶· ˴Ϧϳά͉ϟ ˴ϥϮ˵Ϩϣ˶ Ά˸ Ϥ˵ ϟΎ
˸ ˴ϴ˶Ϡ˵ΗΫ˶·ϭ
˸ ˴ϠΟ˶ ϭ
Ϣ˸ Ϭ˶ ϴ˸ ˴Ϡϋ˴ Ζ
˴ Ϣ˸ ˵Ϭ˵ΑϮ˵Ϡ˵ϗΖ
˴ ˵ௌ
˴ϥϮ˵Ϡϛ͉ Ϯ˴˴ Θ˴ϳϢ˸ Ϭ˶ ͋Αέ˴ ϰϠ˴ϋϭ
˴ ˱ ΎϧΎϤϳ·Ϣ˸ ˵ϬΗ˸ Ω˴ ί˵Ϫ˵ΗΎϳ
The faithful are only those whose hearts tremble
[with awe] when God is mentioned, and when His
signs are recited to them, their faith increases, and
who put their trust in their Lord (8:2)
Naturally, people do not trust those whom they have had a
negative experience with, such as showing avarice, betrayal, or
standing idly by when in need of help. However, none of these
characteristics is correct about God. He protects and loves you
with His power and knowledge. There is no reason why we
should not trust Him, especially when we remember what He has
already done for us: “And why should we not put our trust in
God, seeing that He has guided us in our ways? Surely, we will
put up patiently with whatever torment you may inflict upon us,
and in God let all the trusting put their trust. (14:12)”
As mentioned earlier, nothing hinders God’s bequest of mercy:

͉ ˴
ϼ˴ ˴ϓ Ϛ˸ δ˶ Ϥ˸ ˵ϳ Ύϣ˴  ϭ˴   Ύ˴Ϭ˴ϟ ˴Ϛδ˶ Ϥ˸ ϣ˵  ϼ˴ ˴ϓ Δ˳ Ϥ˴ ˸Σ͉έ Ϧϣ˶  α
˶ Ύ͉ϨϠ˶ϟ ˵ௌ
˶ Θϔ˸ ˴ϳ Ύϣ͉
˸ Ϯ˵˴ ϫϭ
ϢϴϜ˶ ˸Τϟΰ˵ ϳΰ˶ ό˴ ϟ
˴ ϩ˶ Ϊ˶ ό˸ ˴ΑϦϣ˶ ˵Ϫ˴ϟϞ˴ γ˶ ˸ήϣ˵
Whatever mercy God unfolds for the people, no
one can withhold it; and whatever He withholds
no one can release it after Him, and He is the Allmighty, the All-wise. (35:2)
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God has full control. When God wanted to support Moses,
Pharaoh, with the all the power that he had, could not prevent
Moses from being born or being killed while Moses was growing
up. When Moses was not even able to defend himself, God
supported him and defeated Pharaoh, who contributed to his own
defeat through his own actions. Needless to say, this is repetitive
throughout history: emperors, kings, or tyrants are the cause of
their own defeat when God wants to overthrow them as a result
of their wrong actions. God does not need to stand against them
and fight. Because of their actions, God takes further wisdom and
understanding away from them, and then they destroy
themselves. This is a general pattern. Anyone who no longer
deserves God’s gift of understanding and wisdom ends up
destroying himself. This can happen to individuals, communities,
and civilizations. Remarkably, in the life of Moses, God made his
enemy serve Moses, and in the palace of Pharaoh, Moses
received all the care and attention he needed, more that his
parents could offer him. This has not only happened to Moses,
however. It applies to all those who work for the sake of God,
who in turn helps and supports them:

͉ Ϧ͉ ˵ϟϮ˵Ϙ˴ϴ˴ϟ ν
˸ ϭ
͉ ϟ ϖ
 ˸Ϟ˵ϗ  ˵ௌ
˴ ˴Ϡ ˴Χ Ϧ˸ ϣ͉  Ϣ˵Ϭ˴Θϟ˸ ˴ ΄γ˴  ϦΌ
˴ ˸έ˴Ϸ
˶ ϭΎ
˴ Ε
˴ Ϥ˴ δ
˶ ˴ϟ ϭ˴
͉ ϰϧ˴
͉ ϥϭ˵
Ϧ˵͉ ϫ ˸Ϟ˴ϫ ͈ή˵π˶Α ˵ௌ
˶ Ωέ˴ ˴ ϥ˸ ˶· ˶ௌ
˶ Ω Ϧϣ˶  ˴ϥϮϋ˵ Ϊ˸ ˴Η Ύϣ͉  Ϣ˵Θϳ˸ ˯˴ ή˴ ˴ϓ˴
˵ Ϝ˴ δ˶ Ϥ˸ ϣ˵  Ϧ˵͉ ϫ ˸Ϟ˴ϫ Δ˳ Ϥ˴ ˸Σή˴ ˶Α ϰϧ˴
˵ ˴ϔθ˶ ϛ˴
 ˸Ϟ˵ϗ  Ϫ˶ ˶ΘϤ˴ ˸Σέ
˵  ΕΎ
˴ ΕΎ
˶ Ωέ˴ ˴ ˸ϭ˴ ϩ˶ ͋ήο
˸
͉
͋
͉
˴
ϥϮϠϛϮ˴˴ ΘϤ˵ ϟ˵ϞϛϮ˴ ˴Θ˴ϳϪ˶ ϴ˸ Ϡϋ˴ ˵ௌ ϰΒ˸
˶ δΣ˴
If you ask them who created the heavens and the
earth, they will surely say ‘God [for they knew God]
was the creator although they used to worship idols.
Say, ‘Have you considered what you invoke besides
God? Should God desire some distress for me, can
they remove the distress visited by Him? Or should
He desire some mercy for me, can they withhold His
mercy?’ Say, ‘God is sufficient for me. In Him let
all the trusting put their trust.’ (39:38)
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In Chapter al-AhzƗb, to further illustrate God’s mercy and
protection, we read:

͉ ˴Ϧϣ͋ Ϣ˵ ϜϤ˵ μ˸
Ϣ˵ Ϝ˶Α˴Ωέ˴ ˴ ˸ϭ˴˯˱ Ϯ˵γϢ˸ Ϝ˵ ˶Α˴Ωέ˴ ˴ϥ˸ ˶·˶ௌ
˶ ό˴ϳϯά˶ ͉ϟΫ˴ Ϧϣ˴  ˸Ϟ˵ϗ
͉
 ˱ήϴμ˴
˴ ϻ˴ ϭ
˶ ϧϻ˴ ϭΎ
˴ ˱˷ϴ˶ϟϭ
˴ ˶ௌϥϭ˵
˴ ˱ΔϤ˴ ˸Σέ˴
˶ ΩϦϣ͋ Ϣ˴Ϭϟ ˴ϥϭΪ˵ Πϳ
Who is it that can protect you from God should He
desire to cause you ill, or desire to grant you
mercy? They will not find for themselves any
protector or helper besides God. (33:17)
God is telling us that He is very merciful and at the same time
His mercy is not because of His weakness. Indeed, He is very
strong. He can give us mercy or stop giving us mercy. No one
can force or stop Him. But in the end He wants to give us mercy.
If one does not want to accept His mercy, it would be his
problem. However, as far as God is concerned, He gives. And He
has created us to give. He says that He did not have any other
reason to create us but to show us mercy. He is merciful while
having full control and power.
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